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Attendees

Arnaud J Le Hors

Joe Pearson

Jim White

Rodney Hess

David C Martin

Goals

Create a demo that we can run in our companies labs and use to demonstrate ORRA's value proposition
Leverage the LF Edge lab infrastructure to set up and run an ORRA instance
Provide a stable, supported definition of all ORRA components
Let people bring their own use case and experiment with the platform

Discussion items

Time Item Who Notes

5mn Reference 
Architecture 
Diagram

Arnaud Added to the list of deliverables on ORRA main page

ORRA Reference Architecture Diagram 20221027.png

10 min Any other 
update?

Joe Accuknox just joined the Open Horizon TSC, and they are an Adopter.  

They are the primary Maintainers of KubeArmor and Cilium in CNCF.

We may want to invite them to ORRA to assist with any runtime and network security issues. (Ron Victor <ron.victor@accuknox.
com>, Rahul Jadhav <r@accuknox.com>)

Based on their , we could have them run a security scan of  and generate a security policy and then integration work the demo
enforce it to both ensure runtime security of an example and to validate that our approach follows best practices for secure 
workloads.

In fact, the results of this would form a great webinar topic.

https://zoom.us/rec/share/k7J8EvBTLGuqSorfApiqXbHPH8HQ9ERotr5QRl--fbjNt89Jwy6DofC-i-8nRrh7.F9amML-E4qc0PJam?startTime=1666889889000
https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/display/~lehors
https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/display/~joe-pearson
https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/display/~jpwhite
https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/display/~Dunstable
https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/display/FA/Open+Retail+Reference+Architecture
https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/download/attachments/55705782/Open%20Retail%20Reference%20Architecture%20Diagram.png?version=1&modificationDate=1666883531077&api=v2
https://www.accuknox.com
https://github.com/open-horizon/kubearmor-integration
https://github.com/edgexfoundry-holding/orra/tree/main/demos/OH-EXF-Kamakura


1.  
2.  
3.  

5mn Joe Hacktoberfest 2022 begins Saturday.  This is an opportunity to attract new contributors to ORRA and EdgeX Foundry.
Let's:

Create more issues
Label relevant issues "hacktoberfest"
Ask EdgeX Foundry to add "hacktoberfest" topic to our repo (today).

Action items

Talk to potential Adopters and see if they have any pressing use cases they would like to address with ORRA

David C Martin to write down a one page description of the Architectural Diagram to publish along with the diagram 

Publish the reference architecture diagram

Joe Pearson to follow up with Accuknox to discuss a possible integration with the ORRA demo

https://github.com/edgexfoundry-holding/orra/issues
https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/display/~joe-pearson
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